
In today’s competitive environment, any kind of cost savings 
can be the difference between winning or losing a bid. It can 
also be the difference in reducing expenses or increasing margins to 
maximize the success and profitability of your company — which is 
why it is extremely important to have a good relationship with a steel 
supply company that can provide you with surplus steel options!  

WHAT IS 
SURPLUS STEEL?
Surplus is a category 
of metal products that 
usually come from 
business closures, 
project changes, miscut 
or overstock pieces. The 
product isn’t damaged 
or defective — it’s extra 
material that is no 
longer needed. 

DID YOU KNOW?
Oftentimes, surplus steel  
and pipe costs less,  

saving you 
10-40%! 

Ways TO SAVE MONEY ON YOUR 
STEEL FABRICATION PROJECTS.

LOOK FOR EXCESS PRIME INVENTORY
Surplus steel — items usually from business closures, project changes or 
just overstocked pieces — could the ideal for your project. When you think 
surplus, don’t always assume the material is damaged or unsuitable for 
your project. In fact, some surplus steel is simply excess prime inventory. 
Many companies choose to sell excess inventory because of the high costs 
associated with storage, maintenance and security and because of lack of 
space for current inventory. 
Because in many cases surplus steel is in near-perfect condition, it can be a 
great choice for many projects while saving significant amounts of money 
versus buying new steel products.

USE SURPLUS FOR NON-CRITICAL APPLICATIONS/
STRUCTURAL JOBS
If you are starting a project that requires steel or pipe, you’re probably 
searching for high quality products at the best price available; however, 
does your job require prime material? Surplus steel is ideal for less complex 
applications where the conditions or grade isn’t as critical for completing 
the job. 
Some examples of projects where surplus steel would work well and save 
your company money include fences, road plates, pipe racks, car ports  
and gates. 

USE SURPLUS FOR INTERNAL OR  
INFRASTRUCTURE JOBS
Surplus, sometimes called secondary, excess, aged or Less-Than-Prime© 
(LTP©), provides many of the same benefits of new steel, but at a fraction 
of the original cost. Because, in most cases, the product isn’t damaged 
structurally — it is perfectly safe to use for your small or large-scale 
building or manufacturing projects. This material is also useful for jobs your 
company may take on to enhance infrastructure to increase capabilities or 
capacity of your yard or warehouse. 
Although surplus steel and pipe may have minor defects or slight corrosion 
from being stored, it still has plenty of useable life and hundreds of 
different uses. Since there is typically more flexibility on the condition  
and grade of the material for your company’s internal projects,  
using surplus could save you. 
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Need Help Determining 
if Surplus Steel &  
Pipe is Right for  
Your Project?

Texas Iron & Metal’s 
friendly and knowledgeable 
sales associates can help 
tailor your order to meet 
specifications and budget. 
Our team looks forward to 
helping you determine if 
surplus is right for you  
next project. 
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